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4.  SHEDDING MOTION
4.2 Crank Shedding Motion
The crank shedding motion is exclusively designed for plain weaving.

The rotation of the main motor is transmitted via the RH and LH bearing boxes to each of the eccentric disks.
The rotation of this eccentric disc drives the connecting rods, main treadle levers, and sub treadle levers to
move the heald frames connected to the turnbuckles up and down.

No. Part name No. Part name

Heald frame (No.1) RH shedding connecting rod

Heald frame (No.2) RH main treadle lever

LH shedding crank Lower sub treadle lever

LH shedding connecting rod Lower treadle shaft

LH main treadle lever Turnbuckle

Upper sub treadle lever Heald frame holder

Upper treadle shaft Shedding intermediate support

RH shedding crank Shedding support
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4.2  Crank Shedding Motion
4.2.1 Crank Shedding Motion
The crank shedding motion allows the shedding
timing and size to be set according to the yarn con-
ditions.

[ 1 ] Shed Close Timing
The shed close timing is expressed by the crank
angle at which the heald frames become aligned.
The table below lists the standard shed close tim-
ings.

Heald frame alignment

In the standard case, adjust the warp shedding tim-
ing when height H of heald frames 1 and 2 from
heald frame guide aligns with the heald frames 3
and 4.

[ 1.1 ] Modifying Shed Close Timing

Standard (Example) 350° → 340°

(1) Use tool handle 1 and adjust the crank angle
to 350°.

(2) Press the emergency stop button down until it
locks itself and the machine.

(3) Mark the height above the heald frame guide
top surface or height H on the stay for heald
frames #1 and #2 (or #1 and #4).

(4) Loosen set bolt 3 for LH (or RH) shedding
crank adapter 2.

Mark
H

Types of single-harmonic 
crank shedding motion Crank angle

Standard 350°

2

3
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4.  SHEDDING MOTION
(5) Unlock the emergency stop push-button
switch and press the REASE BRAKE switch.
Run the machine in the forward direction until
the crank comes to the desired 340°.

(6) Press the emergency stop button down until it
locks itself and the machine.

(7) Insert the bar spanner to set bolt 3 of adapter
2, and turn adapter 2 until the mark on heald
frames #1 and #2 (or #4) are aligned with the
upper face of heald frame guide (heald frame
height H), and tighten set bolt 3.

(8) Take a similar step for the RH (or LH) shed-
ding timing.

(9) With tool handle 1 to rotate the machine one
turn (to 340°), and check heald frame height is
aligned. If not perform re-adjustment.

2

5
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4.2  Crank Shedding Motion
[ 2 ] Shed Size
Adjust the shed size using three types of shed
adjusting tools 3.
See the table below for the shed adjusting tools
and shed sizes.

(1) Use the tool handle and adjust the crank angle
to make adapter 1 tightening bolt 2 appear.

(2) Lock the emergency stop push-button switch.

(3) Loosen adapter 1 tightening bolt 2 (do not
over-loosen it).

(4) Screw in shed size adjusting tool 3 into the
tapped hole of shedding crank pin 4.
(To increase the shed size, tap shedding crank
pin 4 with a plastic hammer to a position
allowing insertion of shed adjusting tool 3
before tightening shed adjusting tool 3.)

(5) Tap the head of shedding crank pin 4 or shed-
ding adjusting tool 3 lightly with a plastic ham-
mer to eliminate the clearance between
adjusting tool 3 and adapter 1.

(6) Tighten the adapter 1 tightening bolt 2 to a
torque of 36.3 to 49.0 N·m (370 to 500 kg·cm).

(7) Remove shed adjusting tool 3.

(8) Make the same adjustment on he opposite
side (RH or LH).

(9) Check the shedding timing on the left and right
sides.

3

1

2

4

1

3

No clearance

l

Tool

Shed size 
(Frame displacement) mm Shed angle 

(reference)Frame 
No.1

Frame 
No.4

Frame 
No. 6

H (l=36) 61.5 79 91 26°
M (l=38.5) 57.5 74 85 24°
L (l=41) 53.5 69 79.5 22°
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4.  SHEDDING MOTION
[ 3 ] Heald Frame Adjustment
[ 3.1 ] Heald Frame Height Adjustment

After heald frame replacement, check the heald
frame height. 
If the height is incorrect, make adjustment accord-
ing to the procedure below.
Adjust the heald frame height as follows when
shedding is closed.

(1) Use the tool handle to adjust the crank angle
to the closing angle (standard: 350°).

(2) Lock the emergency stop push-button switch.

(3) Shift the rubber cap 1 upward, and loosen
turnbuckle 2 set nuts 3 and 4.

(4) Turn turnbuckle 2 to adjust heald frame height
B to the specified dimension.

(5) Place a spirit level on the heald frame to
check the leveling state.

(6) Tighten turnbuckle 2 set nuts 3 and 4, and
shift rubber cap 1 downward.
(Carefully operate so as not to break the rub-
ber cap.)

(7) Unlock the emergency stop push-button
switch, and press the brake release switch.
Use the tool handle to rotate the loom forward
to set the crank to the shedding close angle
(standard 350°) and confirm alignment of the
heald frames.

(8) Rotate another turn to check heald frame
alignment in the same way.

Reference dimensions at horizontal warp
line

1

2

3

A

4

B

Heald frame 
steeve width

Heald 
length
mm

Dimension A 
(reference) mm Dimension 

B
mm

Odd-
number 
frame

Even-
number 
frame

100 280 207.5 287.5 150.5

110 (Standard)
280 197.5 277.5 160.5
302 187 267 171
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4.2  Crank Shedding Motion
[ 3.2 ] Heald Frame Guide Adjustment

NOTE: Do not move bracket LH 3 while adjusting
left-to-right clearance “a” between heald frame
guide 1 and herald frame 2 shown below.

(1) Loosen set bolt 5 for bracket RH 4.

(2) Force heald frame 2 against heald frame
guide LH 1. 

(3) Move bracket RH 4 laterally for a clearance
“a” of 1 to 2 mm as the total on the left and
right sides, and fix with bolt 5.

(4) Make the clearance equal on the left and right
sides. 

1

3, 4

5

2

a= 1 to 2 mm
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